THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO.

DESCRIPTION and POSITION of the BATTLES of the 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th of JUNE, 1815.

On the 18th of June, the Prussians were attacked and repulsed at A, and fell back to C and D, occupying the villages in front of Blcher's position at E. The French advanced to B. The army under Wellington waited at F. Prince Weimar, commanding a brigade of the army of the Netherlands, was attacked at G, and repulsed on H.

The 18th, the Prince of Orange regained the lost ground at G. Part of Wellington's army marched upon H during the Battle of Ligny. The Prussians were also attacked near the post of the army of the Netherlands. Blcher returned to E upon B, and concentrated his army in the environs of B.

The 17th, in the morning, General Thielmann fell back to I. From E (where he had fought), and joined himself with General Belvoir, two regiments of this army joined themselves at M. Wellington retired from H to N and L by the Observatory, where he took a front position from F to E, the rear being occupied by General Ewart, with a battery of 24 guns, which were placed on the heights above and below the town.